INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR KIT-OPR-6000

NOTICE: Be sure to use the correct bushing when installing the operating handle found in KIT-OPR-6000.

When using KIT-OPR-6000 to replace the operating handle on the No-Slack® II 6000 Series fifth wheels, be sure to note that the kit contains four (4) bushings. The longer two are both used for the pivot mount. *Comparison of these bushings is vital as the length is dependent upon whether the fifth wheel is an early or late model.* Please refer to the illustrations on the reverse side for bushing identification.

Refer to the illustrations below to identify early or late model fifth wheels.

**Illustration "A"** is a late model. Notice the pivot mount that the operating handle bolts to does not touch the skirt of the fifth wheel.

**Illustration "B"** is an early model. Notice the pivot mount that the operating handle bolts to is welded to the skirt of the fifth wheel.
BUSHINGS

(Actual Size Diagram)

Early Model Pivot Mount Bushing
(Illustration B on reverse side)

Late Model Pivot Mount Bushing
(Illustration A on reverse side)

Secondary Lock Bushing

Bumper Bushing